Abstract
performance, it will provide practitioners with important information for the design of 1 targeted testing and training strategies. Google Scholar if full-text articles were not fully available; these allowed for articles to be 18 found on ResearchGate™ if they were unavailable through the aforementioned search 19 engines. Finally, using the full-text articles, reference lists were checked for additional 20 research studies that were deemed suitable and had not been identified using the 21 aforementioned methods. Inclusion criteria required studies to have related their asymmetry
Results

21
A total of 16,274 articles were initially returned, with each search's results further 
Discussion
23
The aim of this systematic review was to critically evaluate the available literature pertaining 1 to inter-limb asymmetries and critically evaluate their effects on physical and sport 2 performance. Inter-limb differences in strength, dynamic balance, and anthropometry appear 3 to have a detrimental effect on physical performance, whilst the evidence pertaining to 4 jumping-based tasks is less conclusive. Mixed findings were also noted during sport-specific 5 actions indicating that the effects of inter-limb asymmetry on sports performance may be task 6 specific. asymmetries and the root mean square error (ability to match speed to a specified cadence),
18
indicating that as inter-limb differences increased, cycling performance decreased at every impression that minimising asymmetries may be beneficial for equalising ball speed on both 8 limbs. What is perhaps more applicable in this instance, is to suggest that players practice 9 shooting using both limbs so that kicking accuracy can be enhanced on the non-dominant side.
10
Kicking is most likely more reliant on skill execution than physical measures of performance 11 such as strength and power; thus, there is no guarantee that reduced inter-limb asymmetries 12 will automatically transfer to improved ball accuracy or velocity.
13
The effects of asymmetry on measures of goalkeeping performance have also been task-specific inter-limb asymmetries can be, it is interesting to note that large kinetic 24 asymmetries do not appear to be detrimental to mean sprint velocity in sprint-trained athletes. and sporting tasks to examine if thresholds exist that are related to performance decrements.
5
Also, the majority of existing research has focused on the measurement of asymmetry at a to the authors' knowledge, no study to date has reported how asymmetries change over a control may provide a clearer picture as to whether reducing between-limb differences are 6 required for optimal physical performance.
7
The mechanisms or underlying causes of how inter-limb differences occur is another states. Fatigue was determined when rate of perceived exertion (RPE) was reported ≥ 17.
23
Subjects were then provided with a 3-minute active recovery before treadmill speed was 24 increased to a velocity that was predicted to elicit 80% VO 2 max. Small (1-6%) reductions in vertical stiffness and loading rate were reported whilst increases in knee internal rotation 1 (14%) and knee stiffness (5.3%) were also noted in the fatigued state, with the authors noting 3.6 ± 2.3% for repetitions 7-8, representing no significant differences although it is 10 interesting to note that asymmetries actually reduced as more repetitions were performed.
11
However, it should be acknowledged that fatigue was not actually measured in the study, 
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